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What type of  
organisation are 
you part of?

Poll one



1.0 Economic overview

Negatively affected areas

GDP
GDP is 7.8% below 
February 2020 and 
3.1% October 2020

(ONS)

Employment
Unemployment 

estimated to be 0.9% 
up on March 2020 -
impact of furlough 

ending
(ONS)

Positively affected areas

Construction 
growth

HIS Markit/CIPS UK 
Construction Total Activity 

index up 15.75% in 
March

Budget/plan 
for growth

£100bn capital spending 
to ‘build back better'



Have you seen an 
upturn in activity in 
the last quarter?

Poll two



2.0 Tender opportunities and tendering
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Contractors - going forward
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- going forward (2Q21)

Have tender opportunities decreased or increased over the past 
quarter? How about looking ahead to the next quarter?

Decreased/decreasing The same Increased/increasing

Survey respondents indicated that 
the top five sectors for current 
tender opportunities are:
‒ Residential (44%)
‒ Public (36%)
‒ Health and care (31%)
‒ Education (30%)
‒ Infrastructure (26%)



No
82%

Yes
17.5%

Have you experienced any issues with 
labour supply in the first quarter? 

(Contractors)

3.0 Site productivity/labour 

No
56%

Yes
44%

Have you noticed any increases to 
labour rates in the first quarter? 

(Contractors)

Site productivity 
is stable

76% of contractors said 
that site productivity is 
within the 81-100% 
range – the same as 
our last report



4.0 Materials

Understanding that the factors are interlinked, what are the 
top triggers for the increase in material prices?

#1 COVID-19/pandemic related issues

#2 Brexit

#3 Global demand

#4 Commodity prices

Have you experienced issues with supply of materials/products on your projects in the first quarter?

80% 
contractors

Issues involved the following or combinations of the following:

Specified materials/products not being available

Long lead-in times

Material price increases 

Issues importing materials e.g. border delays



4.0 Materials
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For which packages are you experiencing issues with 
products/materials?

12.3%

16.4%

18.2%

23.3%

30.4%

10.6%

19.8%

34.5%

43.7%

Imported sawn or planed wood

Fabricated structural steel

Concrete reinforcing bars (steel)

Gravel, sand, clays & kaolin

Imported plywood

Construction materials

Crude oil

Aluminium

Steel

Copper

Raw materials

Percentage change in the year to February 2021



12%

12%

34%

42%
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17%

34%

24%

17%

17%

27%
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17%

41%
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27%
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12%

32%
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17%
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Challenges to vaccine supply/roll-out

Uncertainty about changing uses of buildings

Significant tax rises

Further waves of COVID-19 and further restrictions

Materials availability

Rank the biggest threats to the construction industry 
(1 = biggest threat) (contractors)

1 2 3 4 5

5.0 Threats to the construction industry

‒ 42% of contractors ranked 
materials availability as the top 
threat

‒ The next highest threat was 
seen to be further waves of 
COVID-19 and further 
restrictions with 34% of 
contractors ranking it first



Q2 and Q3

‒ Competitive market for low-risk projects which 
are quick to start

‒ Subdued market from effects of project approvals 
having slowed/been put back in 2020

‒ Wider economy struggling due to lockdowns and 
restrictions

6.0 Inflation forecast

Q4 and Q1

‒ Emergence of larger projects and large 
infrastructure programmes continuing/ramping up

‒ Contractors have fuller order books
‒ Cost pressures for materials and labour
‒ Pent up demand helping the wider economy



Regional inflation forecast 
ranges 2021 - 2023

6.0 Inflation forecast

Scotland: 2%

North East: 1.5%

East: 2%

Greater London: 2%

South East: 2%
South West: 1.75%

Midlands: 2%
Yorkshire and Humberside: 2%

Wales: 1.75%

North West: 2%

Northern Ireland: 2%

2Q21 - 1Q22 1.5 - 2%

2Q22 - 1Q23 2.25 - 3.5%

2Q23 - 1Q24 2.5 - 3.75%

2021 regional forecasts



Have you seen an 
increase in 
repurposing buildings 
in the last quarter?

Poll three



‒ Gradual evolution replaced by urban revolution
‒ Encouraging signs as lockdown lifts and footfall returns
‒ High street voids: current and projected
‒ Commercial offer going forwards
‒ Supportive planning system
‒ Economic benefit of thriving city centres
‒ Central government commitment 
‒ Localism/community/placemaking

07 Future trends: urban re purposing



Have you heard of 
the Construction 
Playbook?

Poll four



‒ Since its launch in December, the Construction Playbook has been 
embraced by many in the industry and government bodies should 
follow on a ‘comply or explain’ basis 

‒ Starting to see in tenders, framework requirements and project and 
programme delivery

‒ Hoped that early recognition and uptake will support post-pandemic 
recovery and the achievement of net zero carbon targets

‒ In time, it's envisaged that the principles will be adopted by the 
private sector

07 Future trends: Construction Playbook



How big an impact 
do you think digital 
transformation of the 
industry will have on your 
role in next three years?

Poll five



‒ Digital disruption is being seen 
in the construction industry

‒ Can be used to counter some 
threats e.g. skills shortages 
alleviated by automation

‒ 60% of respondents to our 
survey said that their 
organisations are prioritising 
IT spend

‒ Significant numbers of new 
products entering the market

07 Future trends: digital transformation

Three key areas for digitalisation of the industry

Design and BIM
federated model/

digital twins, geneative 
design

Project data 
analytics

computer science and 
machine learning to 
better use data to 
provide foresight

Site technology 
and robotics
MMC, point cloud 

technology to measure 
progress, robotics



• Activity is picking up but some challenges remain
• The construction industry has continued to demonstrate 

great resilience 
• Flexibility, adaptability, collaboration and innovation

will continue to be key watchwords to help the 
construction industry find its wings in 2021

• Want to know more on regional analysis, inflation 
forecasts and sector insights? Look out for our full 
report being published next week

8.0 Summing up



Want to know more?

gleeds.com



Thank you 
for listening
Questions and answers
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